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Matte collection

New release 2023
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Handcrafted in England

Unrivalled beauty, unbreakable security, complete privacy. We are restless in our quest for limitless luxury.
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                                                                                                                Titanium X2 Collection

                                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Our new Titanium X2 Collection is designed to put the experience and intellect of our users first, offering luxurious style, innovative functionality, and peace of mind in one sophisticated package. Available in a choice of Classic, Ebony, Marine and Rose, discover which handset suits your own personal choice.                                                    
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                                                                                                                XOR Gold Collection

                                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Perfect in every detail the XOR Gold Collection is made just for you and available only in Elite Gold and Prime Gold. Produced in very limited numbers using the most precious and exquisite solid 18k rose gold and finest black alligator leather.                                                    
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                                                                                                                XOR Matte Collection

                                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        The sophisticated combination of rare Mississippi alligator leather with matte-finished ergonomic sides and 18k rose gold keys and emblem at the back of the phone totally creates a phone with a sober timeless, but classy aesthetic look.                                                    
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                                                                                                                XOR Alligator Collection

                                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        The Titanium X2 Alligator Collection is the ultimate in luxury. Custom-made for the most discerning of luxury mobile phone connoisseur. Available in black, marine, and rose finest alligator leather, this collection is for those who appreciate only the best in life.                                                    
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Subscribe to find out the latest and become part of a world of appreciation of safe and intelligent communication.
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Absolute privacy

		

	

	
	
		
The XOR – Shield Knot symbol underpins our promise of security inspired by an ancient protective icon that has been used for thousands of years.
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Originators of Luxury

		

	

	
Our heritage is rooted in iconic British design. With over 30 years’ experience originating and nurturing the luxury mobile phone market XOR is introducing a a new generation of handset. One that understands the importance of assuring peace of mind and protecting well-being.
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Intelligent Lifestyles

		

	

	
	
		
XOR is designed to offer an authentic departure from today’s impersonal, generic mobile phones. For people that make choices based on what is important and value an escape from the over-digitized world to one that offers discretion, authenticity, and self-expression.
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				In addition to the cookies that are strictly necessary for the operation of this website, XOR uses cookies and other tracking tools to remember your preference and propose additional services, to measure our website performance, to improve our understanding of your interests, and to send you cart notifications. Our partners use trackers to deliver personalized advertising based on your browsing habits and your profile, including by using profiling, or to allow you to share our content on your social networks. You can click on "Accept all cookies" to consent to theses uses or click on "Cookie Settings" to configure your choices. You may change your preferences, and in particular withdraw your consent, on our website at any moment. For more information about these technologies and their use on this website, please consult our Cookie Policy.			
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